Ensuring residents feel connected—both to their loved ones and to their interests—has never been easier. Put the power of connection into their hands with senior-friendly iN2L tablets.

**Video Chat**
Easily initiate a video chat* to bring residents and their families together, despite physical distancing. Simple and convenient, our senior-friendly video chat is easy to use and saves staff time.

**Engagement Apps**
Each tablet is preloaded with expertly designed and curated content, including over 1,000 games, puzzles, movies, audiobooks, and more. There are endless opportunities for residents to learn, have fun, relax, and connect to areas of interest.

**Family Connection**
Residents can experience special moments and stay connected with personal photos, videos, and messages sent by family members and friends.

**Telehealth**
Offer residents an easy, safe, and convenient way to keep scheduled healthcare provider appointments with telehealth video consultations during COVID-19.

---

**More Connection for Residents, Less Effort for Staff**
- Customized and ongoing training and tech support that you won’t get from off-the-shelf tablets
- Tablet location tracking in case tablets are misplaced or lost
- Invaluable device usage data to support project ROI

---

**Get iN2L Tablets**
- $350 per tablet**
- $36/month per tablet subscription***

Visit iN2L.com/tablet to learn more!

**Video chat requires a minimum of 1.5 Mbps dedicated bandwidth per call. 2.5 Mbps of dedicated bandwidth per call is recommended for an optimal video call experience.**